Name: __________________________________

Working with Area
Answer the following word problems by writing a number sentence for each problem and drawing
a rectangle with the correct area in the grid.

1. Casey wants to sew a pocket on a shirt. She
needs a piece of cloth 6 inches long and 5 inches
wide. How much cloth does Casey need?
_______________________________________

2. David wants to cut a piece of paper for his
paper airplane. He wants the paper to be 4 inches
long and 9 inches wide. When he ﬁnished cutting,
how much paper will he have?
_______________________________________

3. Leslie’s father needs a sheet of wood to repair
the garage. He needs the sheet to be 8 feet long
and 2 feet wide. How much wood does he need?
_______________________________________
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Name: __________________________________

Working with Area
Answer the following word problems by writing a number sentence for each problem and drawing
a rectangle with the correct area in the grid.

1. Casey wants to sew a pocket on a shirt. She
needs a piece of cloth 6 inches long and 5 inches
wide. How much cloth does Casey need?

6 x 5 = 30
_______________________________________

2. David wants to cut a piece of paper for his
paper airplane. He wants the paper to be 4 inches
long and 9 inches wide. When he ﬁnished cutting,
how much paper will he have?

4 x 9 = 36

_______________________________________

3. Leslie’s father needs a sheet of wood to repair
the garage. He needs the sheet to be 8 feet long
and 2 feet wide. How much wood does he need?

8 x 2 = 16

_______________________________________
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